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Solid state cavity quantum electrodynamics is a rapidly advancing field which explores the frontiers 
of light-matter coupling. Plasmonic approaches are of particular interest in this field, since they carry 
the potential to squeeze optical modes to spaces significantly below the diffraction limit1,2, 
enhancing light-matter coupling. They further serve as an architecture to design ultra-fast, non-
linear integrated circuits with smallest footprints3. Transition metal dichalcogenides are ideally 
suited as the active material in such circuits as they interact strongly with light at the ultimate 
monolayer limit4. Here, we implement a Tamm-plasmon-polariton structure, and study the coupling 
to a monolayer of WSe2, hosting highly stable excitons5. Exciton-Polariton formation at room 
temperature is manifested in the characteristic energy-momentum dispersion relation studied in 
photoluminescence, featuring an anti-crossing between the exciton and photon modes with a Rabi-
splitting of 23.5 meV. Creating polaritonic quasi-particles in plasmonic architectures with atomic 
monolayers under ambient conditions is a crucial step towards compact, highly non-linear 
integrated photonic and polaritonic circuits6,7. 
With the first reports of atomic monolayer materials exfoliated from a graphite block, a genuine 
breakthrough in physics was triggered. From the point of view of opto-electronic applications, pristine 
  
graphene has its limitations as it does not have a (direct) bandgap. Two-dimensional atomic crystals of 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMCDs), compounds of a MX2 stoichiometry (M being a transition 
metal, X a Chalcogenide), seem to be much more promising8–12, since monolayers of some TMDCs have 
a direct bandgap on the order of 1.6-2.1 eV5,13. Furthermore, the combination of large exciton binding 
energies up to 550 meV5,14, large oscillator strength, the possible absence of structural disorder and 
intriguing spinor and polarization properties15–18 has recently placed sheets of TMDCs in the focus of 
solid state cavity quantum electrodynamics and polaritonics. Polariton formation can be observed in the 
strong light-matter coupling regime which becomes accessible in high quality, or ultra-compact photonic 
structures, such as dielectric microcavities or plasmonic architectures with embedded emitters 
comprising large oscillator strengths19,20. Once the light-matter coupling strength in such a system 
exceeds dissipation and dephasing, the hybridization of light and matter excitations leads to the 
formation of exciton polaritons19. These composite quasi-particles have very appealing physical 
properties. Polaritons can travel over macroscopic distances at high speed (about 1% of the speed of 
light21), and due to the inherited matter component, interactions between polaritons are notable. This 
puts them in the focus of integrated photonics: The vision of building highly non-linear, ultra-compact 
polariton circuits based on plasmonic light confinement has naturally evolved as a consequence6,7. 
Moreover, exciton-polaritons are bosons with a very low (and tailorable) effective mass, and are 
therefore almost ideal candidates to study Bose-Einstein condensation phenomena at elevated 
temperatures. A serious drawback for this field, which circumvents a more efficient exploitation of 
polaritons for integrated polaritonic circuits, are the limited thermal stability of excitons in the most part 
of III/V materials, strong disorder and defects in II-VI multilayer structures, and exciton bleaching in 
organic polymers. TMDCs monolayers have the potential to overcome these drawbacks and are 
therefore considered as a highly promising material platform for light-matter interaction experiments4.  
Recently, the physics of strong light matter coupling between a single flake of MoS2 and a cavity 
resonance in a Fabry-Perot resonator structure was discussed22. However, the comparably broad 
photoluminescence (PL) emission of the monolayer used for these findings (60 meV22), which was 
grown by chemical vapour deposition, render the unambiguous identification of the full characteristic 
polariton dispersion relation in non-resonant photoluminescence experiments challenging. 
Unambiguous polariton formation with a single monolayer of MoSe2 was subsequently demonstrated at 
  
cryogenic temperatures23, enabled by its narrow linewidth (11 meV at 4 K and 35 meV at 300 K). 
Exfoliated WSe2 monolayers exhibit comparable linewidths and have a strongly enhanced luminescence 
yield under ambient conditions24, suggesting their suitability for studies of the excitonic properties of 
TMDC monolayers for room temperature polaritonics. However, not even at cryogenic temperatures, 
strong coupling has been demonstrated in WSe2 monolayers, yet.  
Here, in order to demonstrate strong coupling at ambient conditions, we have embedded a WSe2 
monolayer in a compact Tamm-plasmon photonic microstructure25,26 composed of a dielectric 
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), a polymer layer and a thin gold cap. We map out the characteristic 
energy-momentum dispersion relations of the upper and the lower polariton branch at ambient 
conditions by angle-resolved photoluminescence measurements. Our experimental findings are 
supported by modelling our device in a coupled oscillator framework, showing an excellent agreement 
between theory and experiment.  
Fig. 1a depicts a graphic illustration of our investigated device: It consists of a SiO2/TiO2 DBR (10 
pairs), which supports a very high reflectivity of 99.97 % in a wide spectral range between 580 nm and 
780 nm. A single layer of WSe2, mechanically exfoliated via commercial adhesive tape (Tesa brand) 
from a bulk crystal was transferred onto the top SiO2 layer with a polymer stamp. The monolayer was 
identified by PL measurements, which also confirmed its excellent optical quality under ambient 
conditions (see Fig. 1b). Here, we observe the characteristic profile from the A-valley exciton with a 
linewidth of 37.5 meV. The monolayer was capped by a 130 nm thick layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) and the device was completed by a 35 nm thick gold layer. The layer thicknesses were 
designed to support a Tamm-plasmon resonance at the energy of the room temperature emission energy 
of the A-valley exciton (1.650 eV). Fig. 1c shows the vertical optical mode profile obtained by a transfer 
matrix calculation, the corresponding refractive indices of the layer sequence and the resulting 
reflectivity spectrum (without embedded monolayer). The successful implementation of this device was 
confirmed by reflectivity measurements. This type of photonic microstructure features a strong field 
enhancement close to the metallic interface, which has proven to suffice for promoting polariton 
formation with embedded InGaAs27, GaAs28 and II/VI29 based quantum wells structures at cryogenic 
temperatures. We point out that the large refractive index difference in the dielectric Bragg reflector 
  
leads to Tamm resonances which provide a very strong field confinement, yet quality factors on the 
order of 110 can be obtained, as can be seen from the simulated reflectivity spectrum in Fig. 1c.  
In the following, we will discuss the case of a device which contains a single layer of WSe2 embedded 
in the resonant structure: We employ the characteristic energy-momentum dispersion relation of the 
vertically confined photon field in the Tamm-device to map out the coupling of the A-valley exciton of 
the WSe2 monolayer and the Tamm-plasmon-polariton. In order to cover a large emission angle, thus 
accessing a sizeable spectral tuning range, we use a high magnification (100 x) microscope objective 
with a numerical aperture of 0.7. Since the polariton in-plane momentum k|| is proportional to sin(𝜃), 
with 𝜃 being the PL emission angle, this allows us to project a momentum range of up to 4.2 µm-1 onto 
the charge coupled device chip of our spectrometer in the far-field imaging configuration (see Method 
section for further details). The sample is held at 300 K, and the embedded monolayer is excited via a 
non-resonant continuous wave laser at a wavelength of 532 nm at an excitation power of 3 mW, 
measured in front of the microscope objective. In Fig. 2a, we plot the PL spectra extracted from our 
device at various in-plane momenta. At an in-plane momentum of 1.84 µm-1 (corresponding to an 
emission angle of 12.67°), we can observe a minimum peak distance between the two prominent features 
which we identify as the lower and upper polariton branch. These two branches feature the characteristic 
anti-crossing behavior with a Rabi splitting of 23.5 meV, the key signature of the strong coupling 
regime. We note that the strong coupling regime is primarily a result of the tight mode confinement 
provided by the Tamm-structure30 . Fig. 2b) depicts the fully mapped out energy-momentum dispersion 
relation of the two polariton resonances by plotting the corresponding peak energies as a function of the 
in-plane momentum. As expected from two coupled oscillators with strongly varying effective masses, 
we observe the characteristic potential minimum in the lower polariton branch with a modest negative 
detuning of  Δ = 𝐸𝐶 − 𝐸𝑋 = -11.7 meV. This negative detuning condition leads to an effective polariton 
mass of 1.45 * 10-5 me  at the bottom of the lower polariton, where me is the free electron mass. We can 
furthermore observe the characteristic transition from a light particle close to k|| = 0 to a heavy, exciton-
like particle at large k|| values. The corresponding Hopfield coefficients, which characterize the excitonic 
and photonic fraction of the lower polariton (|X|2 vs. |C|2, respectively) are plotted as a function of the 
in-plane momentum in Fig. 2d. The potential minimum, which is formed in the lower polariton branch, 
is another key signature of an exciton-polariton in the presence of vertically confined field. It 
  
furthermore provides a well-defined final energy state with a distinct effective mass, which is crucial 
for advanced parametric and stimulated scattering experiments31. A key advantage of exciton polaritons, 
as compared to other composite bosons (such as excitons), is the possibility to conveniently tune the 
depth of this attractive potential, and simultaneously the particles’ effective masses as well as light-
versus-matter composition by changing the detuning between the light and the matter oscillator. This 
tuning is verified in our experiment by changing the sample temperature from 300 K to 260 K. Here, 
the valley exciton is subject to a blueshift via the increasing bandgap, which leads to the formation of 
exciton-polaritons with a more photonic character (Δ = -18.5 meV). As a consequence, the polariton 
effective masses are notably reduced in the lower branch (to 8.89 * 10-6 me ), which is visualized by the 
strong curvature of the LPB in Fig. 2c. The strong photonic character of these detuned polaritons is again 
visualized in Fig. 2e, where the corresponding Hopfield coefficients are depicted. In this case, at k|| = 0, 
the lower polariton is acquiring a highly photonic character of |C|2 = 0.82, as opposed to 0.71 at room 
temperature.  
In order to interpret our experimental data, we can fit both dispersions with a coupled oscillator model:   
[
𝐸𝑝ℎ + 𝑖ℏΓph ħΩ/2
ħΩ/2 𝐸𝑒𝑥 + 𝑖ℏΓex + Δ
] [
𝛼
𝛽] = 𝐸 [
𝛼
𝛽] 
 
where 𝐸𝑝ℎ  and 𝐸𝑒𝑥 are photon and exciton energies, respectively, Δ is the detuning between the two 
modes, 𝛤𝑝ℎ   and 𝛤𝑒𝑥 are photon and exciton mode broadening. The eigenvectors represent the weighting 
coefficients of exciton and photon fraction and ħΩ represents the Rabi splitting in the system. Solving 
the dispersion equation: 
𝑑𝑒𝑡 [
𝐸𝑝ℎ + 𝑖ℏΓph − E ħΩ/2
ħΩ/2 𝐸𝑒𝑥 + 𝑖ℏΓex + Δ − E
] [
𝛼
𝛽] = 0 
one can obtain two polariton branches. The result of this modelling is shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c (solid 
lines) along with the experimental data (symbols). The fitting was carried out via solving the 
optimization problem with detuning, Rabi splitting and photon mass used as parameters. As the exciton 
mass is several orders of magnitude larger than the photon mass, it does not affect the result of the 
  
simulation and its value is taken to be 0.8 𝑚𝑒, as defined in ref.
32. The dashed lines show photon and 
exciton energies as a function of the in plane wave vector k||. 
We will now address the occupation of the polariton states in our device, operated under ambient 
conditions. The overall, momentum-resolved PL spectrum of the structure is plotted in Fig. 3a. In stark 
contrast to previous reports discussing polariton emission with TMDC materials at room temperature22, 
we observe a pronounced occupation of the low energy states in the lower polartion branch and a reduced 
occupation of the excited polariton states. The following theoretical model was used to analyze the 
luminescence experiment: In a first approximation, due to the comparably low particle numbers and 
high temperatures, we assume a Boltzmann distribution law for our particles: 𝑁𝑖~exp (−𝐸𝑖/𝑘𝐵𝑇), where  
𝑁𝑖 and 𝐸𝑖 denote i-state population and energy, and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant. The modeled PL is 
thus generated by a polariton gas at room temperature (T = 300K). We further assume that the emission 
stems from the photonic mode only and is broadened in energy according to a Lorentz distribution. This 
allows us to relate the PL intensity to the photonic Hopfield coefficients via: 
 𝐼(𝑘, 𝐸)~ ∑
|𝐶𝑝ℎ
𝑖 |
2
exp (−𝐸𝑖(𝑘)/𝑘𝐵𝑇)
(𝐸−𝐸𝑖(𝑘))2+Γ𝑝ℎ
2𝑖  
where Γ𝑝ℎ is the broadening of the photonic mode and the i-index spans over the two polariton branches. 
We extract the value of Γ𝑝ℎ = 15 meV from the experimental data. The experimental results and the 
theoretically calculated dispersion relation are plotted in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. In fact, we achieve 
excellent, quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, which indicates that our effective 
polariton temperature is very close to the sample temperature of 300 K.  
In conclusion, we have observed clear evidence for the formation of exciton-polaritons in a hybrid 
dielectric and polymer Tamm-plasmon-polariton device featuring an integrated single atomic layer of 
the transition metal dichalcogenide WSe2. We mapped out the distinct polariton dispersion relation in 
angle-resolved PL measurements and resolved both polariton branches including the characteristic 
parabolic energy minimum and the flattening towards the exciton band. Our experimental data is 
supported by a coupled harmonic oscillator model, and we achieve excellent quantitative agreement 
both for the energy evolution of the polariton resonances as well as for the population of polariton 
eigenstates.  We believe that our work represents a significant step towards the implementation of 
  
polariton condensates and non-linear experiments in the strong coupling regime based on single layers 
or stacks of several layers of TMDCs. Moreover, it will be of particular interest for TMDC polaritonic 
experiments to harness the unique spinor and valley physics inherited by the atomic monolayers. 
Combining plasmonics and two dimensional active media in the strong light-matter coupling regime 
certainly carries great potential for building new architectures of highly integrated, non-linear optical 
circuits and logic devices which are operated at ultra-low powers and close to terahertz frequencies.   
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Figure 1 | Tamm-monolayer device. a, Schematic illustration of the Tamm-plasmon device 
with the embedded WSe2 monolayer. The monolayer is capped with PMMA, whose thickness 
primarily determines the frequency of the device’s optical resonance. b, Photoluminescence 
spectrum of the WSe2 monolayer prior to capping, recorded under ambient conditions. The 
dominant emission is identified to stem from the A-valley exciton. Inset: False-color optical 
microscopy image of the used WSe2 flake (monolayer in red shaded area). c, Calculation of the 
electromagnetic field intensity in the heterostructure and the optical resonance (inset). The 
Tamm-plasmon features a strongly enhanced field maximum close to the surface of the 
structure, which coincides with the vertical position of the monolayer in the device. The 
optical resonance features a quality factor on the order of 110.  
 
 
Figure 2 | Exciton-Polariton formation with Tamm-plasmons a, Photoluminescence spectra 
recorded from the coupled device at room temperature at various in-plane momenta 
(depicted in a waterfall representation). Two pronounced resonances evolve in the system, 
which feature the characteristic anti-crossing behavior of exciton-polaritons.  b, Energy-
momentum dispersion relation of the lower and upper polariton branch at room temperature: 
The polariton energies are extracted by fitting spectra at various in-plane momenta (solid 
  
symbols). A coupled oscillator approach is employed to fit the data and to demonstrate 
excellent agreement between experiment and theory (lines). d, Plot of the exciton and photon 
fraction of the lower polariton branch as a function of the in-plane momentum extracted from 
coupled oscillator fit. c, Full energy-momentum dispersion relation and (e) Hopfield 
coefficients of the lower polariton branch at 260 K, corresponding to a negative exciton-
photon detuning of -18.5 meV.  
 
Figure 3 | Polariton dispersion relation: Experiment versus Theory.  a, Room temperature 
false color intensity profile of the full polariton dispersion relation extracted from the PL 
measurements. b, Model of the full dispersion by assuming a Boltzmann distribution of the 
quasi-particles with an effective temperature of 300 K.  
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